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• Issues of… premature stabilization and closure
• …Framing, as universal and non-local
• …Labour and other publics made invisible
• …Hidden materialities (e.g. sustainability)
• …public goods and ills. (e.g. pollution)
• …authorization, authority and legitimacy. 

• “Give me a lab and I’ll raise the world “-- who gives the okay?

Test-beds: sites of co-creation and scaling
A site to study innovation / co-creation practices, processes and procedures of 
testing, experimentation, demonstration, performance.
• New or incumbent ways of knowing and doing can be embedded
• Niche spaces where protection is afforded
• Where regulatory processes have been relaxed

Control

Care



What’s at 
stake

What are these tests testing?

What kind of socio-material 
arrangements are being produced 
through trials, tests and 
experiments in test beds, and 
what are the consequences?



Conceptualizing how trials and testing are producing socio-technical arrangements

Guiding visions and sociotechnical 
imaginaries
Jasanoff and Kim, 2015 

• What possible futures are being produced and reproduced at these sites?
• Attention to location, context and guiding visions
• Attention to how public and citizens are represented, or not
• Attention to nature of science and democracy presented, or not

Socio material practices
Orlikowski 2009; Puig de la Bellacasa 2017

• Human practices and non-human materials and materialities play important roles both as drivers and 
as implications 

• à the scope extends to wider and deeper ‘socio-material’ dynamics 

Sociology of testing: 
(de)Laboratisation and projection 
Pinch 1993; MacKenzie 1989; Sims 1999; Engels 
et al 2019 
+ Marres 2018, Stilgoe 2018, Pearce and Raman 2014

• Double movement: Test-beds bring technology out of the lab, and they bring users, members of the 
public, and society into the test arena 
• Criteria of lab<-> world difference are socio-technically held

• Projection as establishing a similarity condition between the lab and the world (Pinch and MacKenzie)
• Projection understood as the way in which the local work practices of different settings are tied 

together 
• => Testing as a tool of coordination between heterogenous actors 

Reception side of testing: 
Context and institutional milieu
O’Donovan, 2016

• Every test is necessarily about more than what happens in the testing site. 
• Tests produce demonstrations addressed to certain audiences. Who these audiences are, and whether 

and how they are convinced of the validity of the test contribute to define institutional milieu of 
norms, rules, regulations. 

Market formation, economic 
value creation

• Tests we are looking at are often about potential market development. 
• The economic value of the technology being tested is defined, by whom, and for what future 

envisioned development may be a special case.
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Case study: Bristol ExtraCare

“I think that's mostly around 
trying to see where and if robots 
fit realistically at this point in time. 
Because a lot of the robots are 
kind of made for the future. But 
we're now, we kind of want to see 
a [financial] return from all this 
cool technology.

— On site roboticist



Case study: Bristol ExtraCare

“So at the moment, everything 
we've done is stuff that we've 
been talking about and been 
developing over there in the 
[Bristol robotics] lab for however 
long…, and then what we're doing 
is we're taking this stuff. So with 
the longterm resident and the 
loan scheme, I'm hoping to 
monitor how the devices are used.

— On site roboticist



Case study: Bristol ExtraCare

“You quickly realise when you 
come over here and you asking 
someone to set up an Alexa for 
example, and they're like, why 
is this like a five page manual? 
And realistically it's about seven 
important clicks and all? Put in 
your username and password.

— On site roboticist



Case study: Bristol ExtraCare

“And then we put [the 
monitor] in and then after 
three days, someone rips 
the sensor off the fridge 
because they're tired of it 
telling them [to close the 
door] every time

— On site roboticist



Observations: Independent living or new new dependencies
Guiding visions and sociotechnical 
imaginaries

Socio material practices • Re-testing of tests previously done in Bristol Robotics Lab
• Engineering-led co-creation methods
• New practices of human / robot / engineer / staff in-the-

making

Sociology of testing: 
(de)Laboratisation and projection 

• Rails from all directions -- nested structure of lab, care 
home, science park 

• Significant issues of maintenance and repair

Reception side of testing: 
Context and institutional milieu

Market formation, economic 
value creation



A framework for comparative analysis
Guiding visions / 
sociotechnical 
imaginaries

Socio material 
practices

(de)Laboratisation and 
projection 

Context and 
institutional milieu

Market formation
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Make clear choices 
between competing 
imaginaries and 
social orderings 
produced through 
test beds Such attention 

may help steer 
innovation 
pathways

Responsibility and 
anticipation as a 
process of care for 
the development of 
science and society

Summary and future directions
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